
Model (Engine)Model (Engine)Model (Engine)Model (Engine)
Model YearModel YearModel YearModel Year
Weight(Stock)Weight(Stock)Weight(Stock)Weight(Stock)
Main MaterialMain MaterialMain MaterialMain Material SUS304SUS304SUS304SUS304
Tip O.D.Tip O.D.Tip O.D.Tip O.D. φ97 (Ti)φ97 (Ti)φ97 (Ti)φ97 (Ti)
Main Pipe Dia.Main Pipe Dia.Main Pipe Dia.Main Pipe Dia.
Closed Noise    Left/RightClosed Noise    Left/RightClosed Noise    Left/RightClosed Noise    Left/Right StockStockStockStock
(Noise Level @ Idling)(Noise Level @ Idling)(Noise Level @ Idling)(Noise Level @ Idling) HKSHKSHKSHKS
Ground ClearanceGround ClearanceGround ClearanceGround Clearance 130mm (Mid Pipe)130mm (Mid Pipe)130mm (Mid Pipe)130mm (Mid Pipe)

It has a powerful low tone sound and the blurred noise is eliminated by the silent chamber.It has a powerful low tone sound and the blurred noise is eliminated by the silent chamber.It has a powerful low tone sound and the blurred noise is eliminated by the silent chamber.It has a powerful low tone sound and the blurred noise is eliminated by the silent chamber.

For the “clear sound” quality, we have adopted pipe design for the perfect isometry layout after the Y part.For the “clear sound” quality, we have adopted pipe design for the perfect isometry layout after the Y part.For the “clear sound” quality, we have adopted pipe design for the perfect isometry layout after the Y part.For the “clear sound” quality, we have adopted pipe design for the perfect isometry layout after the Y part.

It’s cool bullet shell design and tail is made of titanium.  It’s cool bullet shell design and tail is made of titanium.  It’s cool bullet shell design and tail is made of titanium.  It’s cool bullet shell design and tail is made of titanium.  (* full titanium muffler is about 9.0kg)(* full titanium muffler is about 9.0kg)(* full titanium muffler is about 9.0kg)(* full titanium muffler is about 9.0kg)

Equal Length Layout on both sides provides 「Clear Exhaust Sound」Equal Length Layout on both sides provides 「Clear Exhaust Sound」Equal Length Layout on both sides provides 「Clear Exhaust Sound」Equal Length Layout on both sides provides 「Clear Exhaust Sound」

With no narrow portion and straight design, it reduced 60% of stock exhaust pressure and over 350ps full tuning support.It’s a perfectWith no narrow portion and straight design, it reduced 60% of stock exhaust pressure and over 350ps full tuning support.It’s a perfectWith no narrow portion and straight design, it reduced 60% of stock exhaust pressure and over 350ps full tuning support.It’s a perfectWith no narrow portion and straight design, it reduced 60% of stock exhaust pressure and over 350ps full tuning support.It’s a perfect

specification for the driver who wants the step-up in the future for “LIGHTWEIGHT” and “SPEED”.specification for the driver who wants the step-up in the future for “LIGHTWEIGHT” and “SPEED”.specification for the driver who wants the step-up in the future for “LIGHTWEIGHT” and “SPEED”.specification for the driver who wants the step-up in the future for “LIGHTWEIGHT” and “SPEED”.

for SCION FR-S/ TOYOTA 86/ SUBARU BRZfor SCION FR-S/ TOYOTA 86/ SUBARU BRZfor SCION FR-S/ TOYOTA 86/ SUBARU BRZfor SCION FR-S/ TOYOTA 86/ SUBARU BRZ

Low Exhaust Pressure Design for over 350ps!Low Exhaust Pressure Design for over 350ps!Low Exhaust Pressure Design for over 350ps!Low Exhaust Pressure Design for over 350ps!

“Lightweight” is the development concept. Stock is 18.0kg but HKS for only 10.4kg!“Lightweight” is the development concept. Stock is 18.0kg but HKS for only 10.4kg!“Lightweight” is the development concept. Stock is 18.0kg but HKS for only 10.4kg!“Lightweight” is the development concept. Stock is 18.0kg but HKS for only 10.4kg!

Each part of the pipe and silencer were also developed lightweight. It’s super lightweight stainless muffler!Each part of the pipe and silencer were also developed lightweight. It’s super lightweight stainless muffler!Each part of the pipe and silencer were also developed lightweight. It’s super lightweight stainless muffler!Each part of the pipe and silencer were also developed lightweight. It’s super lightweight stainless muffler!

10.4kg (18kg)10.4kg (18kg)10.4kg (18kg)10.4kg (18kg)
2012/3～2012/3～2012/3～2012/3～

 93/93dB (@Idling: 64dB) 93/93dB (@Idling: 64dB) 93/93dB (@Idling: 64dB) 93/93dB (@Idling: 64dB)

φ60.5φ60.5φ60.5φ60.5→→→→φ50.8φ50.8φ50.8φ50.8×2×2×2×2

MSRP: MSRP: MSRP: MSRP: 
Code No. 32016-BT001Code No. 32016-BT001Code No. 32016-BT001Code No. 32016-BT001

----

※No ground clearance change.※No ground clearance change.※No ground clearance change.※No ground clearance change.
EX Pipe Ground Clearance (Partial)EX Pipe Ground Clearance (Partial)EX Pipe Ground Clearance (Partial)EX Pipe Ground Clearance (Partial) 130mm (Mid Pipe)130mm (Mid Pipe)130mm (Mid Pipe)130mm (Mid Pipe)
RemarksRemarksRemarksRemarks

DBA-ZN6DBA-ZN6DBA-ZN6DBA-ZN6、、、、DBA-ZC6DBA-ZC6DBA-ZC6DBA-ZC6　（　（　（　（FA20FA20FA20FA20））））

NEW RELEASE INFORMATIONNEW RELEASE INFORMATIONNEW RELEASE INFORMATIONNEW RELEASE INFORMATION

http://www.hks-power.co.jp/
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